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“Girl in the mirror/in your eyes” 
 

by Katharina Breide 
 

 
Stars in my eyes but feet on the ground 
Watch the sky fall while I catch your hand 
And hold it tight,  
In silence, without the slightest sound 
 
Face of a dragon slayer 
Marked by countless battles 
Lets you discover a distinct beauty 
Layer after layer 
 
A mind that knows the war never ends 
That there will be no rest 
And that every single day 
Will put body and mind to the test 
 
Lips that kiss and curse, 
Soothe and hurt 
That form to say your name 
Lips that rest motionless most of the time 
Having learned tough lessons of glory and shame 
 
Eyes that long for the light 
But only see in the dark 
That observe all the ships that have already sailed  
And those I will never embark 
 
Hair of the medusa 
Wild and free 
I keep it long 
So I can weave it into eternity 
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